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Every house 
that leaves us is 
unique
Jörnträhus is a genuine company with a long 
history. Jörnträ was founded already in 1932 
and has since developed a local experience 
and knowledge in the processing and 
handling of wood products. Since the 1960’s 
timber has been produced and built with in 
Jörn, which means that you can feel confident 
choosing a house building kit from us. 

Contractor Bygg Holding Norr AB owns 
today’s company.

We are now a complete house company with 
a modern product range ranging from private 
customers’ vacation homes to corporate 
customers who employ our knowledge and 
production capacity in house construction.

Holiday homes in the premium segment

The classic cross-joint timber house from 
Jörnträhus now also has a strong complement 
in element-built panel houses. Modernly 
designed houses with practical and functional 
floor plans are the basis for all of our models.

Unique and personal house models

Creating unique and personal house models 
is still our absolute specialty. The feeling of 
being able to develop their dream house 
together is fantastic and something that every 
homeowner should experience. The process of 
shaping their accommodation often reflects 
the owners’ character and interests, and 
usually a house becomes a significant portion 
of the owners’ identity.

Whether you want a smaller holiday home 
or maybe looking for a more representative 
accommodation, you can find standard 
models that can be used as a basis for your 
house in our house program.

Jörnträhus The images may differ from the current standard solutions of the models. Jörnträhus 
disclaims any liability for printing and typing errors in the catalogue.
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The options 
to create your 
dream house
Our hope is that you can find your dream 
home among our standard models, often only 
minor adjustments are needed to create the 
personal feeling you are looking for.

Below you will find a description of how 
the constructions are designed, what is the 
standard and what options we can offer 
directly.

Different standards apply to Jörnträhus 
standard and Economy standard, the 
options are usually compatible with both 
variants.

Find the right option – learn which icons to 
look for...

House types

T  Timmerhus

B  Blockhus

Standards

J
 

Jörnträhus standard

E  Economy standard

Options

T  Options

Our house 
types & options

Our timber house

Passively aired timber frames
JÖRNTRÄHUS STANDARD 

With a leading position in cross-joint log houses of solid pine, we 
are taking another step in the evolution of economy and the indoor 
environment. In order to comply with the ever-increasing energy 
requirements that are set and wished for, we further isolate our houses. As 
a result, we have developed a system for passively aired timber frames, in 
order to ensure that our houses are not exposed to condensation or other 
external attacks that an increased amount of insulation can induce.

OPTION 

50 mm extra wall insulation and 70 mm roof insulation.

MEGA-knuten
OPTION 

MEGA-knuten is an option for the timber houses that can easily 
be installed on existing joints to give a more solid look. For the 
majority of the larger timber house models, this option offers 
a more customized look that harmonizes well with the body of 
the house. The principle is as simple as genius. MEGA-knuten is 
installed quickly and easily on the existing joints when the house is 
completely built.

Our massive pinewood timber with a thickness of 58 mm becomes 
with MEGA-knuten 100 mm thick and with a retained classic profile.

The classic cross-joint log house 
– a type of house that breathes 
quality and security
The feeling that a massive wooden house provides is hard to put words on, 
it’s just the fact that the method of timbering the house log for log from the 
ground lies inherently in our genes and thus gives the feel that we value so 
much. The timber house exterior walls make up the entire structure, just as 
the classic log house has always been designed. On the internal walls there 
are oriented strand boards and plaster to provide a strong and form-stable 
internal wall surface. In the economy standard only plaster is used for interior 
wall covering.

JT

TT
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Our panel houses

Panel houses’ wall construction
JÖRNTRÄHUS STANDARD  

Our panel house concept and its construction comply with common 
standards and standard designs. With a well-insulated framework, 
which minimizes possible cold bridges, and offers a good economy and 
a good indoor climate. Plaster lined oriented strand boards on all the 
internal walls provide a form-stable interior surface ready for painting 
and wallpapering. All interior walls are delivered with soundproofing as 
standard.

OPTION 

50 mm extra wall insulation and 70 mm roof insulation.

Exterior panelling
JÖRNTRÄHUS STANDARD 

Basecoat painted Z-panel is the standard for outer panel. These 
are available for both horizontal and vertical designs.

OPTION 

Glulam panel width 300 mm.

OPTION 

Chopped log panel. Loose joints can be added.

Holiday home in the premium 
segment – panel house with a 
unique touch
Our panel houses are supplied as prefabricated large blocks, which 
have been produced in dry and well-adapted factory premises in 
Jörn in order to ensure the highest quality. Large elements also allow 
a fast and rational assembly at the construction site.

Element-built houses provide a significantly greater opportunity for 
more advanced designs and design solutions than the timber houses 
generally can offer.
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Roof Floors, panels, ceilings & windows

Concrete roof tile
JÖRNTRÄHUS STANDARD 

Benders 2-cup concrete tile Palema applies to 
Jörnträhus standard with the exception of the 
models Aspliden, Nygård, Trend, Skärudden. T

RED

J T
BRICK REDBLACK

Tin roof
OPTION 

Plannja 
Trend 475.

Plåttak
OPTION 

Plannja Royal.
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Inner floor
JÖRNTRÄHUS STANDARD   ECONOMY STANDARD 

Our innerfloors are from Tarkett.

Ceiling
JÖRNTRÄHUS STANDARD   ECONOMY STANDARD 

Ceilings from Elittak with white structure are standard.

Window
JÖRNTRÄHUS STANDARD   ECONOMY STANDARD 

White painted 3-glass partially solid/openable wooden windows.

Roofing felt
ECONOMY STANDARD 

Roofing felt is used for Economy 
standard as well as for the 
Aspliden, Nygård, Trend and 
Skärudden models. R
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PURE OAK NATURE 3

J

ELITTAK

J E

ALUMINIUM OUTSIDE PAINTED WHITE

T

NORDAN NTECH 3-GLASS WINDOW

J E

SHADE OAK COTTON WHITE 2

T

SHADE OAK STONE GREY 2

T

SOUNDLOGIC MELODY OAK GREY 1

T

PURE OAK NATURE 2

T

PINE WOOD PANEL UNTREATED/WHITE STAINED

T

SHADE OAK MILKY WHITE 3

T

SOUNDLOGIC BRUSHED OAK 3

E

SOUNDLOGIC BROCELIANDE BROWN OAK 2

T

Interior 
panel
OPTION  

Pine wood wall panel 
with timber profile, 
untreated.

INTERIOR PANEL

T

Tin fittings
JÖRNTRÄHUS STANDARD 

Plannja rainwater system – white.

OPTION 

Plannja rainwater system – black 
or aluzinc.

T

BLACKWHITE ALUZINC

TJ E

LAMINATE

OAK

OAK

OAK

LAMINATE

OAK

OAK

LAMINATE

OPTION –
MULLIONS
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Doors

Outer door
JÖRNTRÄHUS STANDARD   ECONOMY STANDARD 

NorDan model Linjalen is the standard on all houses. 
Painted white and complete with fittings.

Mouldings
JÖRNTRÄHUS STANDARD   ECONOMY STANDARD 

Interior mouldings that are part of our house models are white plain frame, floor skirting in oak colour, white cornice (hålkäl).

Kitchen
JÖRNTRÄHUS STANDARD  

Kitchen including appliances, according to standard drawing.

Sauna
OPTION  

The sauna consists 
of wall panelling, 
ceiling panel and 
sauna benches 
in ash material. 
Smoky glass door 
with ash frames is 
included.

Stairs/loft ladder
JÖRNTRÄHUS STANDARD   ECONOMY STANDARD  

Dream Stairs Solid 1.1.2 white/oak colour or loft ladder in pinewood.

Energy
OPTION  

Calculation of energy 
consumption is offered 
as an option.

Mouldings, kitchen, stairs & sauna

LINJALEN

J E

KVADRATEN

T

VENUS

T

LEJONET

T

LINJALEN DOUBLE DOOR

T

Inner door
JÖRNTRÄHUS STANDARD   ECONOMY STANDARD 

The GK door model Rakel 1 is included in Jörnträhus 
standard and the model Slät is included in the Economy 
standard. Painted white and complete with fittings.

RAKEL 1

J

SLÄT

E

ODEN 3

T

RAKEL 1 SLIDING DOOR

T

DOOR CASING

J E J E

ELECTROLUX SENTENS – WHITE PLAIN DOORS

J

ENERGY CONSUMPTION

DRÖMTRAPPOR SOLID 1.1.2

J

LOFT LADDER PINE – UNTREATED

FLOOR SKIRTING CROWN MOULDING ALLMOGE FLOOR SKIRTING ALMOGE DOOR CASING

E

SAUNA

T

T

T T T T
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T

T

ELECTROLUX 
HELPS YOU 

CREATE YOUR OWN 
VERSION OF THE 

KITCHEN!
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Delivery description Jörnträhus Standard Timber house  2018-01-01 

Jörnträhus standard: Timber house  

Outside walls   

- Cross corner jointed Northern Scandinavian pine 58x136mm. 
Planed tongue and grooved profiled timber, fully marked and ready 
for assembly.  

- Air gap 25mm + windproof non-woven fabric 
- Vertical glide beams + 120mm insulation 
- Vapour barrier.  
- Horizontal beams 45mm + 45mm insulation 
- OSB and plaster boards at the walls  

Timber partition walls     

- Planed tongue and grooved profiled timber 58x136mm 
- Glide beams on each side of the timber wall 
- 45mm soundproofing 
- 13mm plaster boards + 11mm OSB on each side of the timber wall 

Partition walls     

- Wall stud frame + 45mm soundproofing  
- 11mm OSB  + 13mm plaster boards on each side of the wall 

Roof    

- Black concrete roof tiles as standard, except for Aspliden and Trend-
series, which are delivered with roofing felt. 

- Battens and counter battens (when applicable)  
- Sarking/liner felt 
- 20mm rough planed roof boards + eaves, base coat painted white  
- Ventilation 
- Rafters + purlins (alternatively timber roof truss) + 315mm 

insulation 
- Vapour barrier 
- Nailing batten 
- Ceiling boards (Elittak white structure)  

The roof structure is calculated for Swedish snow zone 3. In cases of 
higher snow loads the construction will be strengthened with additional 
costs added.  

Windows and glazed doors   

- White painted triple glazed, openable and fixed windows. White 
windowsills. Complete including fittings. 

- White painted triple glazed doors. White doorsills. Complete 
including fittings. 

- Obscure window glass (Cotswold) in WC. 
- Glass safety according to BBR. 

Doors   

- Entrance door: Bordörren Linjalen white painted. Complete with 
fittings including cylinder lock. 

- Inner door: GK dörren Rakel 1, plain white painted. Complete 
including fittings 

Joist (for loft or second floor)   

- Oak parquet flooring (Tarkett Pure EK nature TreS) including base 
foam 

- 22mm floor particle board 
- Joist frame + 95mm soundproofing + nailing batten 
- Ceiling boards (Elittak white structure) 

Floor and floor joist   

- Oak parquet flooring (Tarkett Pure EK nature TreS) including base 
foam and moisture barrier in all rooms except for WC, bathroom & 
equipment room as well as external storage spaces 

- Additional at crawl space foundation (floor joist or 
element construction): 

o 22mm floor particle board 
o Wall stud frame + 120 mm insulation 
o Sub floor in fibreboard/Trimmer joist 

Reveal, frames, skirting, cornice   

- Barge board, base coat painted white 
- Exterior frame, base coat painted white 
- Interior coaming white MDF (adapted at construction site based on 

wall thickness) 
- Interior white cornice (hålkäl) 
- Interior frame, white plain profile 
- Interior floor skirting oak colour 

Roof drainage system   

- Drainage system, white 
- Gable trim, eave trim and valley gutters with colours according to 

roof colour 
- Safety hook on roof as well as snow guards by entrance 

Porch/veranda   

- Weatherproof wood studs 45x145 
- Weatherproof decking board 28x120 
- For houses with porch, posts are included  
- External stairs in connection to porch, veranda and entrance are not 

included. 

Kitchen, stairs & ladder   

- Kitchen (Sentens) complete including appliances (Electrolux) 
according to standard drawing  

- Stairs Model Solid 1.1.2 with white railings and stair stringer, steps 
in oak colour. Railings in loft are included in the same fashion as 
the stairs. Alternatives with loft ladder occur in smaller models.  

Drawings   

- For each delivery main drawing, plan drawing, dimension drawing 
and assembly drawings are provided. For planning application main 
drawings, technical description and site plan are provided. The 
customer provides the application form and construction map. 

Miscellaneous   

- Free shipping, by road, within Sweden.  
- Assembling material is not included in the house kit, except in 

special constructions. 
- Calculation of energy consumption is offered as an option. 
- We reserve the right to deviations from the documents relating to 

the design and delivery of designs, which can be considered 
appropriate, and that does not impair the delivery or completed 
building. 

 

 
  
  
 

 

Delivery description Jörnträhus Standard Prefab panel house 2018-01-01 

Jörnträhus standard:  Prefab panel house 

Outside walls – delivered as elements   

- Outside panels according to drawing Z-panel 22x145mm white 
basecoat paint  

- Nail batten 
- Exterior plaster board  
- Vertical studs + 145mm insulation + vapour barrier  
- 45mm vertical studs + 45mm insulation * 
- 11mm OSB * + 13mm plaster board * 
- Foundation felt * 

Load-bearing partition walls – delivered as block    

- 13mm plaster board * + 11mm OSB *  
- Wall stud frame 
- 45mm soundproofing * 
- 11mm OSB * + 13mm plaster board *  

Non load-bearing partition walls     

- 13mm plaster board * + 11mm OSB * 
- Wall stud frame * + 45mm soundproofing * 
- 11mm OSB * + 13mm plaster board * 

Roof – roof element construction   

- Black concrete roof tiles as standard, except for Skärudden and 
Nygård which are delivered with roofing felt * 

- Battens and counter battens (when applicable)  
- Sarking/liner felt 
- 20mm rough planed roof boards + eaves, base coat painted white  
- Glulam construction (alternatively timber roof truss *) 
- Ventilation 
- 315mm insulation * 
- Vapour barrier * 
- Nailing batten * 
- Ceiling boards (Elittak white structure) * 

The roof structure is calculated for Swedish snow zone 3. In cases of higher 
snow loads the construction will be strengthened with additional costs 
added. With timber roof truss everything is delivered separated. 

Windows and glazed doors   

- White painted triple glazed, openable and fixed windows. White 
windowsills. Complete including fittings. ** 

- White painted triple glazed doors. White doorsills. Complete 
including fittings. * 

- Obscure window glass (Cotswold) in WC. 
- Glass safety according to BBR. 

Door   

- Entrance door: Bordörren Linjalen white painted. Complete with 
fittings including cylinder lock. * 

- Inner door: GK dörren Rakel 1 plain white painted. Complete 
including fittings * 

Joist – Delivered as elements (for loft or second floor)  

- Oak parquet flooring (Tarkett Pure EK nature TreS) including base 
foam * 

- 22mm floor particle board 
- Joist frame + 95mm soundproofing + windproof non-woven fabric 

+ nailing batten 
- Ceiling boards (Elittak white structure) * 

Floor and floor joist/element construction   

- Oak parquet flooring (Tarkett Pure EK nature TreS) including base foam 
and moisture barrier in all rooms except for WC, bathroom & equipment 
room as well as external storage spaces * 

- Additional at crawl space foundation (floor joist or 
element construction): 

o 22mm floor particle board, wall stud frame + 240 mm 
insulation  

o Sub floor in fibreboard/Trimmer joist * 

Balcony joist   

- Weatherproof decking board 28x120 
- Weatherproof wood studs 
- Drainage 

Reveal, frames, skirting, cornice   

- Barge board, base coat painted white* 
- Exterior frame, base coat painted white 
- Interior coaming white MDF (adapted at construction site based on 

wall thickness) * 
- Interior white cornice (hålkäl)*  
- Interior frame, white plain profile * 
- Interior floor skirting oak colour * 

Roof drainage system   

- Drainage system, white * 
- Gable trim, eave trim and valley gutters with colours according to 

roof colour * 
- Safety hook on roof as well as snow guards by entrance * 

Porch/veranda    

- Weatherproof wood studs 45x145 * 
- Weatherproof decking board 28x120 * 
- For houses with porch, posts are included  
- External stairs in connection to porch, veranda and entrance are not 

included. 

Kitchen, stairs & ladder   

- Kitchen (Sentens) complete including appliances (Electrolux) 
according to standard drawing * 

- Stairs Model Solid 1.1.2 with white railings and stair stringer, steps 
in oak colour. Railings in loft are included in the same fashion as 
the stairs *. Alternatives with loft ladder occur in smaller models.  

Drawings   

- For each delivery main drawing, plan drawing, dimension drawing 
and assembly drawings are provided. For planning application main 
drawings, technical description and site plan are provided. The 
customer provides the application form and construction map. 

Miscellaneous   

- Free shipping, by road, within Sweden.  
- Assembling material is not included in the house kit, except in 

special constructions. 
- Calculation of energy consumption is offered as an option. 
- We reserve the right to deviations from the documents relating to 

the design and delivery of designs, which can be considered 
appropriate, and that does not impair the delivery or completed 
building. 

 
* Products delivered not attached into prefab elements. 
** Some windows might be delivered not attached to prefab elements due to 
size or position. 
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Delivery description Jörnträhus Economy - Timber house 2018-01-01 

Jörnträhus Economy: Timber house  

Outside walls   

- Cross corner jointed Northern Scandinavian pine 58x136mm. 
Planed tongue and grooved profiled timber, fully marked and ready 
for assembly.  

- Air gap 25mm + windproof non-woven fabric 
- Vertical glide beams + 120mm insulation 
- Vapour barrier.  
- Plaster board at the walls  

Timber partition walls    

- Planed tongue and grooved profiled timber 58x136mm 
- Glide beams on each side of the timber wall 
- 13mm plaster boards on each side of the timber wall 

Partition walls     

- Wall stud frame   
- 13mm plaster boards on each side of the wall 

Roof    

- Roofing felt 
- Sarking/liner felt 
- 20mm rough planed roof boards + eaves, base coated white  
- Ventilation 
- Rafters + purlins (alternatively timber roof truss) + 120mm 

insulation 
- Vapour barrier 
- Nailing batten 
- Ceiling boards (Elittak white structure)  

The roof structure is calculated for Swedish snow zone 3. In cases of 
higher snow loads the construction will be strengthened with additional 
costs added.  

Windows and glazed doors   

- White painted triple glazed, openable and fixed windows. White 
windowsills. Complete including fittings. 

- White painted triple glazed doors. White doorsills. Complete 
including fittings. 

- Obscure window glass (Cotswold) in WC. 
- Glass safety according to BBR. 

Doors   

- Entrance door: Bordörren Linjalen white painted. Complete with 
fittings including cylinder lock. 

- Inner door: Plain white painted. Complete including fittings 

Joist (for loft or second floor)   

- Laminate flooring, Tarkett Soundlogic Brushed Oak, including base 
foam 

- 22mm floor particle board 
- Joist frame + nailing batten  
- Ceiling boards (Elittak white structure) 

Floor and floor joist   

- Laminate flooring, Tarkett Soundlogic Brushed Oak, including base 
foam and moisture barrier in all rooms except for WC, bathroom & 
equipment room as well as external storage spaces 

- Additional at crawl space foundation (floor joist): 
o 22mm floor particle board 
o Wall stud frame + 120 mm insulation  
o Sub floor in fibreboard/Trimmer joist * 

Reveal, frames, skirting, cornice   
- Barge board, base coat painted white 
- Exterior frame, base coat painted white 
- Interior coaming white MDF (adapted at construction site based on 

wall thickness) 
- Interior white cornice (hålkäl) 
- Interior frame, white plain profile 
- Interior floor skirting oak colour 

Roof drainage system   

- Drainage system, white 
- Gable trim, eave trim and valley gutters with colours according to 

roof colour 
- Safety hook on roof as well as snow guards by entrance 

Porch/veranda    

- Weatherproof wood studs 45x145 
- Weatherproof decking board 28x120 
- For houses with porch, posts are included  
- External stairs in connection to porch, veranda and entrance are not 

included. 

Ladder   

- Loft ladder 

Drawings   

- For each delivery main drawing, plan drawing, dimension drawing 
and assembly drawings are provided.  

Miscellaneous   

- Free shipping, by road, within Sweden.  
- Assembling material is not included in the house kit, except in 

special constructions. 
- Calculation of energy consumption is offered as an option. 
- We reserve the right to deviations from the documents relating to 

the design and delivery of designs, which can be considered 
appropriate, and that does not impair the delivery or completed 
building. 

 
 
  
 

 

Delivery description Jörnträhus Economy – Prefab panel house  2018-01-01 

Jörnträhus Economy:  Prefab panel house  

Outside walls – delivered as elements   

- Outside panels according to drawing Z-panel 22x145mm white 
basecoat paint 

- Nail batten 
- Exterior plaster board  
- Vertical studs + 145mm insulation 
- Vapour barrier  

Wall covering 13mm plaster board * 
- Foundation felt * 

Load-bearing partition walls – delivered as block    

- 13mm plaster board  
- Wall stud frame 
- 13mm plaster board * 

Non load-bearing partition walls     

- Wall stud frame * 
- 13mm plaster boards on both sides of wall stud frame* 

Roof – roof element construction   

- Roofing felt * 
- Sarking/liner felt 
- 20mm sarking board + eaves basecoat painted white 
- Glulam construction (alternatively timber roof truss *) 
- Ventilation 
- 120mm insulation *  
- Vapour barrier * 
- Nailing batten * 
- Ceiling boards (Elittak white structure) * 

The roof structure is calculated for Swedish snow zone 3. In cases of higher 
snow loads the construction will be strengthened with additional costs added. 
With timber roof truss everything is delivered separated. 

Windows and glazed doors   

- White painted triple glazed, openable and fixed windows. White 
windowsills. Complete including fittings. ** 

- White painted triple glazed doors. White doorsills. Complete 
including fittings. * 

- Obscure window glass (Cotswold) in WC. 
- Glass safety according to BBR. 

Door   

- Entrance door: Bordörren Linjalen white painted. Complete with 
fittings including cylinder lock. * 

- Inner door: Plain white painted. Complete including fittings * 

Joist (for loft or second floor)   

- Laminate flooring, Tarkett Soundlogic Brushed Oak, including base 
foam * 

- 22mm floor particle board 
- Joist frame + windproof non-woven fabric + nailing batten  
- Ceiling boards (Elittak white structure) * 

Floor and floor joist/element construction   

- Laminate flooring, Tarkett Soundlogic Brushed Oak, including base 
foam and moisture barrier in all rooms except for WC, bathroom & 
equipment room as well as external storage spaces * 

- Additional at crawl space foundation (floor joist or 
element construction): 

o 22mm floor particle board 
o Wall stud frame + 120 mm insulation  
o Sub floor in fibreboard/Trimmer joist * 

Reveal, frames, skirting, cornice   

- Barge board, base coat painted white* 
- Exterior frame, base coat painted white 
- Interior coaming white MDF (adapted at construction site based on 

wall thickness) * 
- Interior white cornice (hålkäl)*  
- Interior frame, white plain profile * 
- Interior floor skirting oak colour * 

Roof drainage system   

- Drainage system, white * 
- Gable trim, eave trim and valley gutters with colours according to 

roof colour * 
- Safety hook on roof as well as snow guards by entrance * 

Porch/veranda    

- Weatherproof wood studs 45x145 * 
- Weatherproof decking board 28x120 * 
- For houses with porch, posts are included  
- External stairs in connection to porch, veranda and entrance are not 

included. 

Ladder   

- Loft ladder 

Drawings   

- For each delivery main drawing, plan drawing, dimension drawing 
and assembly drawings are provided. For planning application main 
drawings, technical description and site plan are provided.  

Miscellaneous   

- Free shipping, by road, within Sweden.  
- Assembling material is not included in the house kit, except in 

special constructions. 
- Calculation of energy consumption is offered as an option. 
- We reserve the right to deviations from the documents relating to 

the design and delivery of designs, which can be considered 
appropriate, and that does not impair the delivery or completed 
building. 
 

 
* Products delivered not attached into prefab elements. 
** Some windows might be delivered not attached to prefab elements due to 
size or position. 
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